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“a red  hatchback car” “a gray armless chair” “a wooden office table” “a black motorbike”

Figure 1. Our proposed model is capable of generating detailed textured shapes based on given text prompts. We demonstrate the effective-
ness of our approach by showcasing generated results for four distinct object classes: Car, Chair, Table, and Motorbike. Both the textured
meshes and geometries are presented, with visualizations rendered using ChimeraX [10].

Abstract

In this paper, we investigate an open research task
of generating controllable 3D textured shapes from the
given textual descriptions. Previous works either require
ground truth caption labeling or extensive optimization
time. To resolve these issues, we present a novel frame-
work, TAPS3D, to train a text-guided 3D shape generator
with pseudo captions. Specifically, based on rendered 2D
images, we retrieve relevant words from the CLIP vocab-
ulary and construct pseudo captions using templates. Our
constructed captions provide high-level semantic supervi-
sion for generated 3D shapes. Further, in order to pro-
duce fine-grained textures and increase geometry diversity,
we propose to adopt low-level image regularization to en-
able fake-rendered images to align with the real ones. Dur-
ing the inference phase, our proposed model can generate
3D textured shapes from the given text without any addi-
tional optimization. We conduct extensive experiments to
analyze each of our proposed components and show the
efficacy of our framework in generating high-fidelity 3D
textured and text-relevant shapes. Code is available at
https://github.com/plusmultiply/TAPS3D

1. Introduction

3D objects are essential in various applications [21–24],
such as video games, film special effects, and virtual real-
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ity. However, realistic and detailed 3D object models are
usually hand-crafted by well-trained artists and engineers
slowly and tediously. To expedite this process, many re-
search works [3,9,13,34,48,49] use deep generative models
to achieve automatic 3D object generation. However, these
models are primarily unconditioned, which can hardly gen-
erate objects as humans will.

In order to control the generated 3D objects from text,
prior text-to-3D generation works [43, 44] leverage the pre-
trained vision-language alignment model CLIP [37], such
that they can only use 3D shape data to achieve zero-shot
learning. For example, Dream Fields [13] combines the ad-
vantages of CLIP and NeRF [27], which can produce both
3D representations and renderings. However, Dream Fields
costs about 70 minutes on 8 TPU cores to produce a sin-
gle result. This means the optimization time during the
inference phase is too slow to use in practice. Later on,
GET3D [9] is proposed with faster inference time, which
incorporates StyleGAN [15] and Deep Marching Tetrahe-
dral (DMTet) [46] as the texture and geometry generators
respectively. Since GET3D adopts a pretrained model to do
text-guided synthesis, they can finish optimization in less
time than Dream Fields. But the requirement of test-time
optimization still limits its application scenarios. CLIP-
NeRF [50] utilizes conditional radiance fields [45] to avoid
test-time optimization, but it requires ground truth text data
for the training purpose. Therefore, CLIP-NeRF is only ap-
plicable to a few object classes that have labeled text data
for training, and its generation quality is restricted by the
NeRF capacity.

To address the aforementioned limitations, we propose
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to generate pseudo captions for 3D shape data based on
their rendered 2D images and construct a large amount of
⟨3D shape, pseudo captions⟩ as training data, such that
the text-guided 3D generation model can be trained over
them. To this end, we propose a novel framework for
Text-guided 3D textured shApe generation from Pseudo
Supervision (TAPS3D), in which we can generate high-
quality 3D shapes without requiring annotated text training
data or test-time optimization.

Specifically, our proposed framework is composed of
two modules, where the first generates pseudo captions for
3D shapes and feeds them into a 3D generator to con-
duct text-guided training within the second module. In the
pseudo caption generation module, we follow the language-
free text-to-image learning scheme [20, 54]. We first adopt
the CLIP model to retrieve relevant words from given ren-
dered images. Then we construct multiple candidate sen-
tences based on the retrieved words and pick sentences hav-
ing the highest CLIP similarity scores with the given im-
ages. The selected sentences are used as our pseudo cap-
tions for each 3D shape sample.

Following the notable progress of text-to-image gener-
ation models [29, 38, 39, 42, 52], we use text-conditioned
GAN architecture in the text-guided 3D generator training
part. We adopt the pretrained GET3D [9] model as our
backbone network since it has been demonstrated to gen-
erate high-fidelity 3D textured shapes across various object
classes. We input the pseudo captions as the generator con-
ditions and supervise the training process with high-level
CLIP supervision in an attempt to control the generated 3D
shapes. Moreover, we introduce a low-level image regu-
larization loss to produce fine-grained textures and increase
geometry diversity. We empirically train the mapping net-
works only of a pretrained GET3D model so that the train-
ing is stable and fast, and also, the generation quality of the
pretrained model can be preserved.

Our proposed model TAPS3D can produce high-quality
3D textured shapes with strong text control as shown in
Fig. 1, without any per prompt test-time optimization. Our
contribution can be summarized as:

• We introduce a new 3D textured shape generative
framework, which can generate high-quality and fi-
delity 3D shapes without requiring paired text and 3D
shape training data.

• We propose a simple pseudo caption generation
method that enables text-conditioned 3D generator
training, such that the model can generate text-
controlled 3D textured shapes without test time opti-
mization, and significantly reduce the time cost.

• We introduce a low-level image regularization loss on
top of the high-level CLIP loss in an attempt to produce
fine-grained textures and increase geometry diversity.

2. Related Work

2.1. Text-Guided 3D Shape Generation

Text-guided 3D shape generation aims to generate 3D
shapes from the textual descriptions so that the genera-
tion process can be controlled. There are mainly two cat-
egories of methods, i.e., fully-supervised and optimization-
based methods. The fully-supervised method [6, 8, 25] uses
ground truth text and the paired 3D objects with explicit
3D representations as training data. Specifically, CLIP-
Forge [43] uses a two-stage training scheme, which con-
sists of shape autoencoder training, and conditional nor-
malizing flow training. VQ-VAE [44] performs zero-shot
training with 3D voxel data by utilizing the pretrained CLIP
model [37].

Regarding the optimization-based methods [13, 18, 26,
34], Neural Radiance Fields (NeRF) are usually adopted as
the 3D generator. To generate 3D shapes for each input text
prompt, they use the CLIP model to supervise the seman-
tic alignment between rendered images and text prompts.
Since NeRF suffers from extensive generation time, 3D-
aware image synthesis [3, 3, 4, 11, 30, 31] has become pop-
ular, which generates multi-view consistent images by in-
tegrating neural rendering in the Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs). Specifically, there are no explicit 3D
shapes generated during the process, while the 3D shapes
can be extracted from the implicit representations, such as
the occupancy field or signed distance function (SDF), us-
ing the marching cube algorithm. These optimization-based
methods provide a solution to generate 3D shapes, but their
generation speed was compromised. Although [50] is free
from test-time optimization, it requires text data for train-
ing, which limits its applicable 3D object classes. Our pro-
posed method attempts to alleviate both the paired text data
shortage issues and the long optimization time in the pre-
vious work. We finally produce high-quality 3D shapes to
bring our method to practical applications.

2.2. Text-to-Image Synthesis

We may draw inspiration from text-to-image generation
methods. Typically, many research works [36,40,53] adopt
the conditional GAN architecture, where they directly take
the text features and concatenate them with the random
noise as the input. Recently, autoregressive models [7, 39]
and diffusion models [29, 38, 41, 42] made great improve-
ment on text to image synthesis while demanding huge
computational resources and massive training data.

With the introduction of StyleGAN [14–16] mapping
networks, the input random noise can be first mapped to an-
other latent space that has disentangled semantics, then the
model can generate images with better quality. Further, ex-
ploring the latent space of StyleGAN has been proved use-
ful by several works [1,17,33] in text-driven image synthe-
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Figure 2. Our proposed framework supports text-guided 3D shape generation training without paired text labeling. To generate captions
for training, we first adopt a pseudo caption generation module to produce textual descriptions, given rendered 2D images. Then we feed
the pseudo caption CLIP embeddings into the mapping networks to train the controllable text-guided 3D shape synthesis network. Our
training pipeline is supervised by high-level semantic loss Lclip and low-level image regularization Limg . It is notable that during the
training phase, only the mapping network weights are updated, and the rest components are fixed.

sis and manipulation tasks, where they utilize the pretrained
vision-language model CLIP [37] model to manipulate pre-
trained unconditional StyleGAN networks. In order to re-
lieve the need for paired text data during the training phase,
Lafite [55] proposes to adopt the image CLIP embeddings
as training input while using text CLIP embedding during
the inference phase. However, as discussed in the recent
works [20, 54], there exists a modality gap between text
and image embeddings in the CLIP latent space. Therefore,
language-free methods that are solely trained on CLIP im-
age embedding could introduce distribution mismatch when
encountering the CLIP text embedding input during infer-
ence. In this paper, we further explore language-free train-
ing for text-guided 3D textured shape generation by propos-
ing a pseudo caption generation module.

3. Method
3.1. Preliminary

GET3D [9] is a newly proposed 3D generator that can
generate high-fidelity textured 3D shapes. Specifically,
GET3D maps noise vectors z ∈ N (0, I) to a textured mesh.
In order to disentangle the geometry and texture informa-
tion, GET3D takes two random vectors z1 and z2 as in-
puts for the geometry and texture generation branches, re-
spectively. Following the design of StyleGAN [15], and
EG3D [3], they map z1 and z2 to the intermediate latent
codes w1 and w2 with two mapping networks since the se-
mantics would be better represented in the mapped space.
The geometry and texture generators are built conditioned
on w1 and w2.

3.2. Overview

Since the GET3D [9] model only supports unconditional
3D generation, if one need to do text-guided 3D shape syn-

thesis, additional optimization is required with the original
GET3D model. In order to control the semantics of the gen-
erated results and achieve text-based textured 3D generation
in one shot, we propose to add text conditions to GET3D
models. In Fig. 2, we present our training framework.

To this end, we address two main challenges: one is the
lack of training textual descriptions, and another is color
and geometry distortion. Regarding the first challenge, we
propose a pseudo caption generation module, which gives
large amounts of captions for training purposes. These cap-
tions are used as conditions and fed into the mapping net-
works to control the semantic meanings of the output tex-
tured 3D shapes. We apply the high-level CLIP [37] se-
mantic loss on the paired input text and rendered 2D im-
ages to achieve text-3D alignment. To resolve the second
challenge, we propose to regularize the color and geometry
training with low-level image regularization. This method
provides complimentary image-level guidance to our learn-
ing objective, which gives fine-grained textures during the
generation phase.

Notably, we empirically adopt the pretrained GET3D
model and train its mapping networks only since we ob-
serve this practice not only improves the training efficiency
but also stabilizes the training process.

3.3. Pseudo Caption Generation

Most recent 3D shape generation models are data-driven.
With large-scale training data, their performance improve-
ment is remarkable. However, when we aim to train a text-
guided 3D shape generation model, we can only obtain a
few textual descriptions for limited samples. To resolve this
issue, we follow the method of [54] and propose to generate
pseudo captions for each 3D object.

Specifically, we observe the textual descriptions for a
single 3D object are highly structured, e.g., “A yellow
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Step 1: Vocabulary construction
• Nouns: chair, car, motorbike...
• Adj: brown, white, dirt, 

racing...

Step 3: Template-based caption 
generation

• A dining chair
• A brown chair
• A upright chair
• ...

Step 4: Caption retrieval from images 
• A brown chair

Step 2: Word retrieval from images
• Retrieved words: brown, chair, 

straight, upright

2D rendered images

Figure 3. Our proposed pseudo caption generation module can
be split into four steps. Firstly, we construct vocabulary from
ShapeNet-related nouns and adjectives in the CLIP vocabulary.
Then we retrieve multiple words based on the 2D-rendered im-
ages. In the third step, we create candidate captions with retrieved
words. Finally, we select one caption based on the computed text-
image similarities with the CLIP model.

sports car”, which typically consists of adjectives and a
noun. Therefore, it is critical to obtain suitable adjectives
and nouns for given 3D objects to construct pseudo cap-
tions automatically. To this end, we adopt the pretrained
text-image similarity model of CLIP [37] to retrieve useful
nouns and adjectives and further build complete sentences.

The pseudo caption generation module can be split into
four steps, shown in Fig. 3. In the first step, we construct a
vocabulary to cover the related adjectives and nouns. Since
we aim to generate ShapeNet [5] object classes, we collect
all the class names as nouns in the vocabulary, which has
169 tokens. Then we extract all the adjectives from CLIP
vocabulary with the Natural Language Toolkit [2]. The size
of our collected adjectives is 1463.

In the second and third steps, we aim to retrieve rele-
vant words from 2D-rendered images and construct candi-
date captions. Technically, we first extract all the vocab-
ulary word embeddings and rendered image embeddings,
where we adopt the pretrained CLIP text and image en-
coders, respectively. Then for each object, we compute the
cosine similarities between the given image embedding and
all the text embeddings. It is notable that we retrieve the
nouns and adjectives separately, where we select the top-
K1 retrieved nouns and top-K2 retrieved adjectives. With
the selected words, we utilize the templates to construct
candidate sentences. Since these sentences are only sup-
posed to describe a static object, we use the template “a
{Adjective} {Noun}”, where we put 1 or 2 adjectives
randomly to increase the caption diversity. Due to having
K1 nouns and K2 adjectives, we are able to combine them
and produce multiple candidate pseudo captions.

In order to obtain the most suitable captions for given
objects, we further conduct image-to-candidate caption re-
trieval, where we also use CLIP encoders to extract the im-
age and sentence embeddings. To be specific, we use the
top retrieved sentences as the final pseudo captions, which
are used as the input condition for the 3D generator.

• A dirty minibike.
• A large white motorbike.
• A yellow mechanical 

motorcycle.
... ...

Pseudo caption input

3D generator

Pseudo caption paired samples

High-level 
semantic loss 𝐿!"#$

Low-level image regularization 𝐿#%&
Generated samples

Figure 4. In the training phase, we not only conduct the high-level
text-to-image similarity learning through the CLIP model but also
use low-level image regularization to obtain fine-grained textures
and diverse shapes, where we render real and fake images with the
same camera poses and apply background augmentation to allow
the model focus on object features only.

3.4. Text-3D Alignment Training

After the pseudo caption generation, we feed these cap-
tions into a pretrained GET3D [9] model in an attempt to
control the semantic meanings of generated 3D objects. To
be specific, we first adopt the CLIP text encoder Et to ex-
tract the caption t features, then the caption features Et(t)
are served as conditions and fed into the mapping networks
of pretrained GET3D models. The input of the original
mapping networks is random noise only. To inject the text
information, we concatenate the caption embeddings and
the random noise together as the new input. This enables us
to generate diverse 3D objects that match the text’s semantic
meanings.

Since we adopt the pretrained 3D generator as our model
backbone, which has a good ability to synthesize high-
fidelity 3D textured shapes, fixing the generator weights al-
lows our model to focus on getting semantic alignment be-
tween input textual descriptions and generated 3D objects
and also alleviates the learning difficulty. Our main training
objective is to maximize the image-text similarity measured
by the CLIP model, which can be denoted as:

Lclip = 1− cos(Ei(Ix), Et(t)). (1)

Here Ei and Ix represent the CLIP image encoder and ren-
dered images, respectively. These 2D images are rendered
from the generated 3D textured shapes with randomly sam-
pled camera poses.

3.5. Towards Diverse and Fine-Grained Generation

It is observed using Lclip only enables the model to gen-
erate plausible 3D shapes that align with the input text.
However, the diversity of geometry generation is limited,
and the generated colors are unnatural. This is caused by
two main reasons. One reason is the diversity of our pseudo
captions is also limited, as there are only a few descriptive
words for a single object class. Moreover, the CLIP model
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may wrongly retrieve irrelevant words to the given objects,
which also affects the generated shape quality. Another rea-
son is the CLIP model only provides high-level guidance for
our training supervision while failing to give fine-grained
texture information, thus making the generated results un-
realistic.

In order to resolve this issue, we further introduce a low-
level image regularization loss. Specifically, we use the
same camera poses as that used in the Ix rendering to pro-
duce ground truth rendered images Igtx . The optimization
objective is denoted as

Limg = 1− cos(Ei(Ix), Ei(I
gt
x )). (2)

Since the rendering process returns an alpha channel, which
results in a simple white or black background, if we directly
take rendered images with the same backgrounds over train-
ing iterations, the background information will also be in-
volved during optimizing Eq. (2). To alleviate this issue
and allow the model to focus on the foreground objects, we
follow [13] to conduct background augmentation, as shown
in Fig. 4. Technically, we randomly select random Fourier
textures [28], Gaussian noise, and checkerboard patterns as
backgrounds. For each paired real and fake image, we apply
the same augmented backgrounds.

3.6. Overall Training Objective

Our overall training objective can be depicted as

L = Lclip + Limg. (3)

During the training phase, we empirically experiment with
updating all model parameters and the mapping networks
only. We observe training all GET3D backbone parameters
would severely distort the generated geometry and textures,
where we show the experimental results in the supplemen-
tary material. This is because the learning objective is two-
pronged: improving the generation quality and matching
the input captions. While borrowing a pretrained uncondi-
tional generator ensures good generation quality, expedites
the training process, and also yields stable text-guided re-
sults. Therefore, we regard training the mapping networks
only of a pretrained 3D generator as a useful and practical
solution for the text-guided 3D shape generation task.

4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset

We train and evaluate our method on the large-scale 3D
dataset ShapeNet [5]. Our experiments are conducted on
four classes with complex geometry, Car, Table, Chair, and
Motorbike, containing 7497, 8436, 6778, and 337 shapes,
respectively. We follow GET3D [9] to split the data into
training, validation, and test sets in a 7:1:2 ratio. The train-
ing image data are rendered following the GET3D setting.

Figure 5. The demonstration of our generated pseudo captions.

We render 24 views randomly for Car, Chair and Table and
100 views for Motorbike since it has less available data. The
pretrained models were trained on each class separately.

4.2. Implementation details

We use the GET3D [9] model pretrained on ShapeNet [5]
dataset as our backbone 3D generator. In the pseudo caption
generation module, we set K1 and K2 as 3 and 6, respec-
tively. We generate 20 pseudo captions for each ShapeNet
object. During the training phase, each input image is ran-
domly paired with one of the pseudo captions generated for
the object which the image was rendered from. An example
of the generated pseudo can be found in Fig. 5. We only
update the geometry and texture mapping networks. We set
the batch size to 16 and ran all the experiments on 4 Nvidia
Tesla V100-32G GPUs. We empirically observe the geom-
etry branch is more sensitive to the weight update. Hence
we set learning rates for geometry and texture mapping net-
works as 0.004 and 0.0005, respectively. It costs around 10
hours for model training.

4.3. Comparison with Existing Methods

4.3.1 Qualitative comparison

In Fig. 6, we first compare with the method TITG3SG [25],
which is an encoder-decoder-based framework. They only
experiment with object classes of Chair and Table. Here
we conduct the comparison qualitatively. Specifically, we
show the generated explicit 3D shapes with the correspond-
ing text prompts. Since TITG3SG [25] generates 3D shapes
in two steps, where the coarse voxel and refined mesh are
produced separately. We show them both in the top row of
Fig. 6. The second row presents our generated mesh in two
different views, in which we generates final 3D results in
one shot. We observe our method gives better 3D textured
shapes than TITG3SG, which is a fully supervised method.
For example, in the third generated sample of TITG3SG, the
chair legs are distorted. Moreover, the high alignment be-
tween input prompts and our generated results demonstrates
our text control ability.
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'it is a wooden 
chair. it is red in 

color.'

“Black colored 
whole wood chair 

without arm.”

“A different 
type of chair, 

wooden chair.”

“Rectangular wooden 
table.”

“Color is black, 
shape is square.”

“Dark color table, it is a 
long table.”

Figure 6. We compare the text-guided generation results of our methods with that of the fully supervised method TITG3SG [25] on two
object classes, Chair and Table. On the top row, we present the results from [25], for each text prompt, the top left one is the raw voxel
output in 643 resolution, and the top right one is the refined mesh based on the voxel output. The bottom row shows our mesh output with
two different views. The renderings are generated with ChimeraX [10].

4.3.2 Quantitative comparison

To demonstrate our 3D generation quality, we compare ex-
isting works [25,43,50] from three aspects: 1) rendered 2D
image quality using FID, 2) text-image relevance using R-
Precision, and 3) 3D geometry quality using FPD.

In Tab. 1, we provide a quantitative comparison with
CLIP-NeRF [50], which utilizes human-written captions
for training. We employ the Fréchet Inception Distance
(FID) [12] as our evaluation metric and present results for
two object classes: Car and Chair. To ensure fair compar-
isons, we downsample our results to match the resolution
of CLIP-NeRF [50]. CLIP-NeRF employs NeRF as the 3D
generator, which imposes limitations on the generation res-
olution. In contrast, our backbone GET3D model boasts a
larger capacity, supporting higher resolution. Experimental
results demonstrate that our method surpasses CLIP-NeRF
in text-guided generation quality.

In Tab. 2, we adopt the CLIP-R-Precision metric [32]
to evaluate the consistency between input text prompts and
generated shapes. Given that our model is category-specific,
we perform per-category CLIP-R-Precision and compare it
to the fully supervised TITG3SG method [25]. According
to [32], we compute the CLIP-R-Precision using a set of
unseen random captions with words sampled from existing
captions, thereby enhancing correlation with human evalu-
ations and mitigating model bias inherent compared to the
conventional R-Precision metric. It is observed our method
outperforms TITG3SG [25] in each category.

In Tab. 3, we assess the geometry generation quality us-
ing the Fréchet Point Distance (FPD) [19, 47], which mea-
sures the feature distance of a PointNet [35] pretrained on
ModelNet40 [51]. Our method outperforms existing ap-
proaches in terms of geometry quality by a large margin.

4.3.3 Inference speed comparison

In Tab. 4, we compare the inference speed of our method
with other works. The optimization-based methods Dream-
Fields [13], DreamFusion [34], and PureCLIPNeRF [18]

Table 1. Comparison with the existing work. We evaluate the
rendered 2D images using Fréchet inception distance (FID). We
downsample our result to the same resolution of CLIP-NeRF [50]
for fair comparisons.

Car Chair

Resolution FID Resolution FID

CLIP-NeRF [50] 2562 67.8 1282 48.4
Ours 2562 20.1 1282 43.7
Ours 10242 21.7 10242 44.8

Table 2. Per category CLIP-R-Precision score using random gen-
erated captions on categories Chair and Table.

Method Chair Table

TITG3SG [25] 9.05 ± 1.92 6.67 ± 3.25
Ours 20.19 ± 1.89 15.21 ± 3.15

Table 3. Comparison of 3D generation quality in FPD score.

Method Chair Table

TITG3SG [25] 1566.76 1639.68
CLIP-Forge [43] 825.96 3051.31
Ours 342.23 1468.43

Table 4. The comparison of inference time per text prompt for dif-
ferent methods. The inference time of DreamFields [13], Dream-
Fusion [34], and PureCLIPNeRF [18] are given in their papers.
For TITG3SG [25] and ours, we generate 1000 text prompts with
batch size as 1, and calculate the average inference time.

Method Device Output Time

DreamFields [13] TPU cores x8 Rendering 72 min
DreamFusion [34] TPUv4 machine Rendering 90 min
PureCLIPNeRF [18] GTX 2080ti Rendering 20 min
TITG3SG [25] Telsa V100-32G Voxel 2.21 sec
TITG3SG [25] Telsa V100-32G Mesh 24.44 sec

Ours Telsa V100-32G Rendering 0.05 sec
Ours Telsa V100-32G Mesh 7.09 sec

take tens of minutes to optimize for each input text prompt.
Liu et al. [25] use an encoder-decoder architecture and thus
can perform inference at 2.21 seconds. However, the raw
643 voxel output is very coarse, as shown in Fig. 6. The
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“a blue SUV”

“a red hatchback”

“a yellow racing car”

“a yellow racing motorcycle”

“a red motorbike”

“a red dining table”

“a silver metallic table”

“a brown armchair”

“a gray armless chair”

“a green chair”

Figure 7. We show the generation diversity and text control of our method. Each row takes the same text prompt with different sampled
random noise as the model input.

“a red {class}” “a yellow {class}” “a green {class}” “a blue {class}” “a gray {class}”

Figure 8. Text control of textures on four different categories.
Each row shares the same sampled random noise input.

coarse output is later refined with interpolations and march-
ing cubes to generate mesh data. This process takes ten
times longer than the network inference time and costs
24.44 seconds per sample. Our method generates high-
resolution renderings at 10242 resolution with only 0.05
seconds and generates the complete explicit mesh represen-
tation in 7.09 seconds.

4.4. Qualitative Results

In Fig. 7, we present the generation diversity and text
control strength of our method in four object classes. In
each row, we sample different random noises as well as
the given text prompt as input to generate diversified and
text-controlled 3D shapes, where the input text features are
simultaneously fed into both the geometry and texture map-
ping network. Generally, we observe the semantic mean-
ings of the rendered 2D images, and the given prompts are
consistent. Moreover, there exists large diversity in the tex-
ture and geometry of our generated 3D shapes, even from
the same text input. Here we present generated results of 4
classes, where Car has a relatively simple geometry, while
Table and Chair are more complex. But we still have good
control over the textures and geometries for the challeng-
ing classes. For example, when we input “a gray armless
chair”, the generated samples exactly match the given in-
structions. However, we also observe failure cases of Table
generation. For instance, the generation of “a wooden of-
fice desk” may have distorted geometry due to its complex
structure. In Fig. 8, we show the text control ability of our
method on different classes. The results in each row are
generated from the same random noise input but with dif-
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Table 5. We compare the FID score of using image CLIP features
(Lafite [55]) and the pseudo text CLIP features (Ours) as training
input.

Method Car Chair Table Motorbike

Lafite [55] 68.7 81.1 94.3 146.5
Ours 21.7 44.8 43.2 57.2

Table 6. We compare the FID score for our method without Lclip,
Limg and background augmentation (BGaug).

Method Car Chair Table Motorbike

Ours 21.7 44.8 43.2 57.2
-w/o Lclip 83.7 148.9 67.1 134.9
-w/o Limg 59.8 144.2 48.4 101.8
-w/o BGaug 55.1 65.1 58.1 110.0

ferent text prompts. To summarize, the results show that our
generation results are highly consistent with the input text
prompts across different object classes.

4.5. Ablation Study

Pseudo caption generation module. In Tab. 5, we com-
pare our method with Lafite [55], which is a language-
free training method for the text-to-image generation task.
Lafite claims due to the alignment between CLIP text and
image embeddings. The CLIP image features can be di-
rectly used as text input during training. To implement
Lafite [55] onto our framework, we feed the rendered real
image CLIP features into our model and train the model by
minimizing the cosine similarity between the generated and
input image CLIP features. The quantitative results show
that our proposed pseudo caption generation module sig-
nificantly improves the generation quality compared to the
baseline. We also give a qualitative comparison in Fig. 9
(b), we observe that the generator trained with Lafite [55]
fails to generate correct textures. This problem might come
from the modality gap between the CLIP image and text
embeddings, as discussed in [20, 54].

Effects of our loss functions. We conduct an abla-
tion study on our used two losses Lclip and Limg . In
Tab. 6, we quantitatively validate the usefulness of both two
losses. Specifically, Lclip supervises the text-image align-
ment learning, which is more critical than Limg , and re-
moving Lclip gives a more considerable performance drop.
From the qualitative results in Fig. 9 (c), we observe that
simply using Limg leads to the model generating distorted
geometries, which may indicate the significance of high-
level semantic supervision. We also observe that solely us-
ing Lclip (Fig. 9 (d)) may cause the model generation to lose
fine-grained texture details, as well as the geometry infor-
mation.

Effects of background augmentation. Our used
GET3D [9] backbone network generates RGBA images
with dark backgrounds, which may bring some noise when

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 9. Ablation study on our methods with text prompt ”a red
car”. We show results of (a) our full model, (b) Lafite [55], (c)
without high-level semantic regularization Lclip, (d) without low-
level image regularization Limg , (e) without background augmen-
tation. All the visualizations are generated from models trained
for 250k iterations.

“a chair with yellow legs,
red seat and blue back.”

Figure 10. Examples of failure cases of our method. Our model
often fails to handle text input with composed descriptions for dif-
ferent parts of the object.

we conduct low-level image regularization. As illustrated
from the quantitative results in Tab. 6 and the visualizations
in Fig. 9 (e), training with the augmented background can
help remove the texture flaws.

5. Conclusion
We introduce TAPS3D, a text-guided 3D textured shape

generation method. We first generate pseudo captions for
model training. During the inference phase, TAPS3D does
not require additional optimization. Our fast generation
speed enables average users to generate high-quality 3D ob-
jects with acceptable processing time.

Limitation. The limitation of our method mainly lies in
the capacity of our model is still bound to the training image
data, and we cannot produce different fine-grained details
for different object parts, as shown in Fig. 10. Although
we do not require paired text data, we still need diversified
training images to handle complex text input.
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